Technical Specifications

Lime Wash

MASTER OF PLASTER TECHNICAL SHEETS: LIME WASH
Master of Plaster Lime Wash is a unique formulation derived from the Lime Plaster Finish
adapted for use as a high quality historically accurate lime wash, suitable for both interior
and exterior use. As with traditional lime washes; some mottling will occur with exterior
use. This effect is desirable.

Application:
Use directly from container. It is not necessary to mix or add water. Apply material using a
wide stiff bristle brush. Keep substrate moist to prevent the material being applied from
drying out too quickly. Completing test panels to establish approved colors and textures
is recommended. With a little effort and practice it is possible to achieve a uniform surface
that does not show any brush marks. However, with a limewash, this type of textured
application is desired and the material is known for its ability to leave a varied finish hue.

Exterior Use:
Material should only be used over clean, sound, breathable substrates such as traditional
lime stucco. Surfaces should be clean and free of dust, dirt, and oils. Substrates should
be sufficiently moistened to slow suction to keep new material from drying out too fast. If
material is to be tinted, only high quality mineral pigments should be used. Dry pigments
must first be ground to a paste and mixed to a liquid state before used. The material arrives
in our standard desirable limewash consistency - however if you desire a thinner, more
translucent “wash” then simply add water until the desired consistency is achieved. Add
pigments to the material and mix using a ½ inch drill and paddle mixer. Be aware of the
nature of limewash that is exposed to open and consistent sunlight. Realize over time the
color will fade - mixing the color shades darker for the original application finish so that
the desired color will eventually be achieved over time is an option. Part of the beauty of
this unique material is the patina that is achieved over time as it is exposed to the elements
and interacts with the surrounding atmosphere. When the material has been mixed to the
desired color, strain material and then proceed with the application process,

Interior Use:
Lime wash should be applied to fresh, raw, unpainted plaster surfaces. Do not use over
joint compound, sheetrock, or previously painted surfaces. Prepare material as above and
apply with a soft brush. Various application techniques provide for an array of finishes and
sample boards should be tested before applying onto walls or ceilings to ensure desired
effect.
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Coverage:
LimeWash: 550 – 600 sq. ft. per 5 gallon pail.

Drying Time:
For best results, 4 to 6 hours drying time at temperatures above 50 degrees is
recommended. It is best to allow up to a full day’s drying time but the timing depends upon
humidity levels and temperatures. A hot, dry heat will speed up the drying time while a cold,
damp environment will slow down the process. Always inspect the entire wall to be sure
of complete curing.

Cleanup:
Wash tools with water and wipe dry to prevent from rusting.

Storage:
Keep containers tightly closed. After material has been removed, replace cover. to
preserve remaining material at the end of a project scrape sides of bucket and cover with a
thin layer of water. The unused material will keep for up to two years following these
practices.
Shelf life of unopened material is 3 years. Do not store outside. Keep out of direct

sunlight. Protect from freezing.

Caution:
Master of Plaster was designed NOT to be sanded. This product contains mica. Long term
breathing of large amounts of mica dust may cause lung disease. Do not sand. Use of safety
glasses is recommended. Keep out of reach of children.

Liability:
We shall not be liable for incidental and consequential damages, directly or indirectly
sustained, nor for any loss caused by application of these goods not in accordance with
current printed instructions or for other than intended use. Our liability is expressly
limited to replacement of defective goods.
Recommendations for application are intended to provide assistance in the selection of
our products and do not establish a determined relationship. In particular, they do not
release those both purchasing and applying the materials from the duty of establishing for
themselves, with due care, the suitability of our products for the intended application.
Standard building industry practices must always be complied with. Master of Plaster
retains the right to adjust and modify the products or their application.
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